Many cultures, one technology. Robotics as a platform to
exchange experience during the common action.
MEETINGS DIARY
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Italy

Gorgonzola, 5th-10th November 2012

Participants
Students

Teachers

Pep Moranta

María José Baena Morata

Jose Manuel Duque

Maria Montserrat Cueto Garcia

Juan Navarro

Ester Martinez

Maciej Hyla

Grzegorz Postrzech

Piotr Klukoszowski

Katarzyna Bielecka

Mateusz Chruszczycki

Gil Nunes

Dariusz Bujak

Verónica Silva

Filip Olszański

Duarte Duarte

Cátia Alexandra Cunha

Agostinho Lopes

José Pedro Machado

Dainius Levanas

José Miguel Lopes

Violeta Adomaitien

Povilas Juškaitis

Ieva Bastiene

Vladas Sutkus

Lauri Vilibert

Mikk Tamkivi
Siim Suitslepp
Kristjan Paloots

MEETING AGENDA
5/11/12 Monday







Transfer of Lithuanian students from Milano Linate to Gorgonzola.
Transfer of Estonian students from Milano Linate to Gorgonzola.
Transfer of Spanish students from Milano Cadorna to the hosting families.
Transfer of Polish students from Milano Centrale to the hosting families.
Transfer of Portuguese students from Milano Centrale to the hosting families.
Dinner

6/11/12 Tuesday
 Welcome at school.
 Agenda of the week and presentation of the agenda. Start up meeting with teachers and
students to plan project, discuss basics, define tasks and website functionalities. Everyone
gives hints, suggestions and ideas to set up the portal. Task assignments to website
developing partners, like programmers, web designers et cetera. Determining what kind
of information will be loaded on the website to document our work and products, i.e.
tutorial, photos, video and example of programs with different level of complexity.
 Visit of school.
 Reading the proposal and checking for goals (teachers).
 Attend different lessons in the following classes (for students):
 VAI 11:00,
 IIF 11:00,
 VBE 11:00,
 IIBL 11:00.
 Lunch at school.
 Robotics: buiding a simple robot, older students guide younger ones.
 Welcome dinner.

7/11/12 Wednesday
 Meeting at Gorgonzola Station.
 Visit of S. Maria delle Grazie where it is possible to see one of Leonardo da Vinci's
masterpieces, the mural of The Last Supper.
 City tour of Milan to visit its impressive Cathedral (il Duomo) and some of the most
striking Renaissance monuments such as the Sforza Castle and other unusual places.
 Lunch.
 Visit of the National Technology Museum "Leonardo da Vinci" where some models of
Leonardo's machines have been reconstructed and where an exhibition of his
manuscripts, sketches and drawings show his vast fields of interest.
 Free evening.
 Dinner.

8/11/12 Thursday
 Transfer to Trezzo d'Adda by bus.
 Going back to the past: a day cycling along the Adda river looking for other traces of
Leonardo da Vinci works: the channel planned to connect .
 Milano to Lecco, the ferry boat working only with the power of water, the ancient sluice
gates, the Eco Museum Leonardo da Vinci. Everything in a wonderful landscape from

which Leonardo da Vinci drew inspiration for his drawings and paintings. Along the Adda
river from Trezzo to Imbersago.
 Industrial archeology along the Adda river:
 visit to one of the oldest Electrical Power Plants in the world and understanding how
water can be used to produce energy and supply our electronic equipment,
 visit to an extraordinary example of industrial village, Crespi d'Adda (UNESCO
World Heritage). The Villaggio Crespi d'Adda is a whole town, built out of nothing by
the owner of the local factory, for his workers and their families,
 Students show and explain the main monuments,
 Picnic at Imbersago,
 Return to Trezzo d'Adda and then to Gorgonzola.
 Free evening.
 Dinner.

9/11/12 Friday
 Attend different lessons in the following classes (for students):
 IV AI,
 IV AE,
 III CE,
 VAT,
 IBL.
 Robotics: programming a simple robot with NXC and NXG.
 Diary and meeting results.
 Next meeting date (only for teachers).
 Lunch at school.
 Robotics: go on working with robots.
 Dinner.

10/11/12 Saturday






Transfer of Lithuanian students from Gorgonzola to Milano Linate.
Transfer of Estonian students from Gorgonzola to Milano Linate.
Transfer of Spanish students from Gorgonzola to Milano Cadorna.
Transfer of Polish students from Gorgonzola to Milano Centrale.
Transfer of Portuguese students from Gorgonzola to Milano.

REPORT
On Monday, 5th November, at 2:30 p.m we met at school. At the very beginning we had a
problem with the weight of luggage. Due to the weight limit of 15 kilos per two people, we
had to find a solution and we tried to transfer the heaviest things to carry-on baggage. After
solving the problem we had to wait for our driver, who was supposed to take us to the
airport in Cracow. The travel by car passed quickly. Conversations, music and some fun
made our time more enjoyable. We were talking about Italy, we wondered how it would look
like: where and in what conditions we are going to live, are we going to have a lot of free
time, how would we deal with breaking the language barrier and we were curious if Italian
girls are prettier than Polish?
When we arrived in Cracow, we took our luggage and immediately headed for the
departures hall. We checked the weight of our luggage to make sure they meet certain

requirements. Unfortunately it turned out that they still weigh too much. Once again, we
were forced to reorganize our baggage. Then we gave our luggage in the hands of airport
service which brought our luggage to the plane. Our friend Maciej didn`t know that it was
not allowed to bring drinks on the plane. Before the control we drank everything quickly.
After passing through the gate the only thing left to do was just waiting for the arrival of the
aircraft. As usual for the airlines the plane was thirty minutes late. When we came on board
we were seeking for seats next to each other but it was not so easy and we accidentally forgot
about reserving the seats for our teachers. After taking all the seats we moved to the runway.
Everyone, except Piotr, have already flown by plane but he wasn't worried at all.
The flight did not last long, only about 1,5 hours. At the airport in Milan one of our friends
was taken by the host family. The teachers went straight to the hotel, and the rest of the
students left the airport with Italian teacher of IT and we headed to the Gorgonzola subway
station where Italian families were expecting us.
The next morning we met at school in Gorgonzola. We used several means of transport such
as subway, buses or even cars to get there. A few minutes after eight o'clock, we were leaded
by the Italian organizers of our visit to the classrooms. Our first lesson was English. During
the lesson we were talking to the teacher about us and our interests. Quickly it turned out
that one of our students has a lot in common with the teacher and two Italian students. They
mostly talked about their favourite kind of music. We learned that the teacher loves rock n
'roll, and he hates bands such as One Direction (his own example), which was loved by one
of the Italians.
After this exchange of views, all project participants (Polish, Lithuanians, Estonians,
Portugal, Spanish) met in one room where each group presented their country and their
school. We saw some very interesting presentations and movies. We showed ourselves
pretty well on the international arena.
After the presentations of all the visitors we headed to the school library, where tables were
prepared for lunch. Lunch consisted of typical Italian meals such as lasagne and tortellini.
Next, we went to the room where we had to split into groups so that no group composed of
representatives of the same country. After creating four- and five-person groups we started
programming Lego Mindstorms NXT robots in C language to perform tasks such as lawn
mower function, which means that the robot was supposed to drive through the whole
rectangular area or drive away from obstacles using the touch sensor. When the robot
sensed an obstacle by using that sensor it was supposed to go back, turn in another direction
and then move forward until it sensed another obstacle. We had no problems with
communicating with students from other countries (with some exceptions), our successful
partnership has resulted in the creation of the working programs. It was our last lesson that
day. After school everyone went home with their hosts.
The next day started again with a meeting at school. Then we went sightseeing to the centre
of Milan. First had a long walk through the charming streets of the city. After that we visited
Santa Maria delle Grazie and more precisely the famous painting by Leonardo da Vinci,

"The Last Supper" painted in the refectory of the same church. Before we were able to enter
the room with the painting we had to go through a series of gates. English-speaking guide
told us everything about the painting.
On the way to the next place everyone admired and took pictures of the... hm... I think that
this could be called a fountain. The water from the gutters on the roof was falling into the
rectangular, deep holes in the sidewalk, it looked great! The next point was exploring the
courtyard of the Castello Sforzesco. The castle made a great impression on us, the courtyard
was beautiful. At the exit of the castle there was another fountain, where people were trying
to sell gadgets such as bracelets. It was difficult to get away from them, they were terribly
insolent.
Then we headed towards Cathedral Duomo di Milano. We were going through a pretty long
street filled with shops. Both sides of the shopping street were stretching up to the square in
front of the cathedral. The street was filled with poles with flags from different countries
around the world. Unfortunately, the Polish flag was not found. Maybe we didn't seek for it
hard enough? The square in front of Duomo was full of pigeons and these "insolent sellers".
Cathedral made a huge impression on us all. Of course we had to visit the interior. The
whole interior was bathed in a rainbow of stunning brilliance and large stained-glass
windows depicting various saints and biblical scenes. There was a lot of sculptures,
especially one stayed in my memory it was a sculpture of a man with a grotesque muscles he looked as if his skin was removed.
The last stop on the trip was the National Museum of Science and Technology of Leonardo
da Vinci in Milan, where we saw a lot of interesting inventions, which were a major
breakthrough in many fields such as mechanics, hydraulics and anatomy. We saw a lot of
projects of gearing and pulley. We also saw the famous flying machine. There was a model of
helicopter and someone got hit in the nose by it, but luckily he recovered. A guide used three
Polish students to explain how the pulley works. We took part in the workshop. We were
divided into three groups. Each group received the task to build a bow-shaped bridge,
designed by Leonardo. We got a base with four holes in it which was the base for the
construction of the bridge which was formed of small beams of equal dimensions, each
beam had semicircular notch in the middle of its length. Every group did well in this task.
After trying our engineering skills the guide took us on a tour of the rest of the museum. We
could see and hear about the various inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. We saw models of
ships, bridges, cranes, and even steam engines. When everybody thought it was all that the
museum can offer to us, we went to the next hall presenting the huge locomotives. Their
massive figures caused respect. The wheel of one of these locomotives was bigger than me!
In the next hall we found ships, torpedoes, cannon, howitzer, planes from the times of the
First, Second World War and the present day, helicopters and a lot of aircraft engines
arranged in chronological order, from the first two-cylinder engines and star engines to jet
engines. After leaving the hall we saw three jet-planes and breathtaking submarine. After
finding the missing tour participants (guess who?) we could return to our homes.

Thursday was a cycling day. It was pretty nice. The bikes were rented. Piotr, Maciek and
Mateusz chose the mountain bikes while Filip and Darek have gone more classical selecting
old Dutch bikes.
We spent this day cycling along the Adda river looking for other traces of Leonardo da Vinci
works: the channel planned to connect Milano to Lecco, the ferry boat working only with the
power of water, the ancient sluice gates, the Eco Museum Leonardo da Vinci. Everything in
a wonderful landscape from which Leonardo da Vinci drew inspiration for his drawings and
paintings. It quickly turned out that narrow tyres of old Dutch bikes are not very suitable for
the rocky and gravely surfaces. It seemed that these bikes won't do well on mud and they
had some problems but thanks to their fenders their users stayed clean from mud. Ah, how
beautiful was Maciek's white blouse (who, as previously mentioned, was riding a mountain
bike) decorated with brown and grey dots, lines and spots....Finally , we got to The Villaggio
Crespi d'Adda , a town, built out of nothing by the owner of the local factory, for his workers
and their families. The ferry allowed us to get to the restaurant where we could eat and gain
some energy to go back. There were, to our great delight, delicious ice creams.
Unfortunately, some bad things happened and our colleague from Portugal pierced the tyre
and everyone had to wait for her. At last we made it to the end of our journey and Filip have
even raced with Italian student - Luca. After all, everyone returned home and took care of
their own business.
In the evening we organized the meeting in Milan. We were fooling around the streets of
Milan. We returned home very late, some were able to walk to their houses but others had to
use the subway.
Friday was similar to Tuesday. We had to be at school at eight o'clock again. I don't know
about others but the Polish were having a Professional English lesson. For a while there was
silence as if everyone was ashamed, so were we. The teacher quickly helped it attacking us
with questions. After a while we began to talk freely with the students, but not about
anything linked with the lesson, we were talking about girls. Unfortunately, the teacher
stopped our conversation on that topic. The lesson was about integrated circuits so it was
really interesting, especially for Filip who is a student of mechatronics.
After the lesson we all had lunch. It consisted of a cake reminding the bottom of a pizza, the
same cake but with olives and stuffed French pastry stuffed with spinach and cottage cheese,
like in Polish `pierogi` (dumplings).
After lunch we started working with Lego Mindstorms NXT robots again.We were supposed
to program them to move in the white area limited with a black line. For this task we used a
light sensor and programmed a robot to make him go forward if he sees the white area and
to go back and turn a little bit when he sees the black line. It wasn't so hard to do. The next
task which we really liked was the construction of a fighting robot. One of the robots had to
push another behind the black line to win the fight. The team of Filip, Darek and Francesco
rebuilt the robot to make it big, heavy and in the end it looked very massive. They've made
some kind of jaws in the front of the robot which was programmed to close and open again,

pulling the parts out of the other robots and lifting them from the surface of the arena. This
team won at ease.
After finished lessons all the Polish guys and our favorite Italians: Simone, Luca, Stefano
and Adel went to the town located far from Milan but not so far from the school. We took a
bus. Filip thought he had a hallucinations when he was reading words on buttons near the
doors of the bus: "STOP" and "DRZWI" (doors in Polish)! After that we have noticed that the
bus was made in Poland, it was Solaris. When we arrived to our destination we went to the
mall where we ate something at McDonald's, we bought some Italian cheese and some
souvenirs. In the end, we returned to our houses where we had to pack our luggage because
it was our last day in Italy.
On the last day we were forced to get up very early to be on time at Gorgonzola station. We
made an arrangement very early because we had to make it to the airport on which our
plane was boarding before noon. Almost nobody was late but it wasn't a problem for us, we
were exactly on time. In the subway everybody was barely awake, we went to bed really late
so it wasn't a surprise.
We got off the subway on the beautiful station which looked like a building in middle of the
twentieth century. From there we went to the bus station and went straight to the airport.
The bus ride was fast and pleasant.
After we had arrived at the airport, we took our luggage and went to the check-in desk.
Unfortunately the luggage was too heavy again but after repacking it everything was fine.
After the control we had to wait a little bit but not for very long. During this time we did a
little shopping. After a while we met again and we stood in line to check the tickets. It took
some time, we were extremely bored. Shortly after that we walked out onto the airstrip and
then on the board of the plane. Piotr, Maciek and Mateusz sat together, Darek and Filip too.
After a while a young woman sat near Darek. Piotr's, Maciek's and Mateusz's reaction was:
"Lucky Darek!" And Darek said, "She is Polish, you morons." That was really funny. That
woman didn't feel offended, she was laughing at us. The journey passed peacefully. No
inconveniences. Outside the airport in Cracow there was a small bus waiting for us and we
were taken to our school by it. During the journey we were talking mainly about Milan and
we shared duties which consisted of making a movie about our visit in Italy, writing a report
which you are reading now and creating the project's website. When we arrived to school
everybody took their baggage and parents took us home.
This is how our wonderful trip ended during which we made new friends, we trained our
English language skills, we even learned some Italian, we saw a lot of interesting places and
we gained experience based on robotics and programming.

Poland

Bytom, 3th-8th February 2013

Participants
Students

Teachers

Catalin Clipa

María José Baena Morata

Juan Miguel Morey Femenia

Maria Montserrat Cueto Garcia

Jaume Perelló Llompart

Ester Martinez

José Luís Silva Freitas

Verónica Silva

Cristina Manuela Silva Ribeiro

Florbela Salazar

Lúcia Isabel Dias Silva

Ana Paula Oliveira

Francisco da Cunha Pereira

Firmino Lopes

André Silva

Alfredo Boccasile

Bernardi Luca

Anna Boschetti

Davide Geromel

Dainius Levanas

Simone Fantini

Ieva Bastienė

Giorgio De Simone

Rūta Krikštopaitienė

Abdullahi Hussein Mohamed

Lauri Vilibert

Ieva Januskaite

Jana Kosk

Neda Kasparaviciute

Algirdas Zemaitaitis
Justas Vaitkus
Mantas Kasparaitis
Martynas Kaciulis
Lukas Simoliunas
Karl Raadik
Olger Pilt
Mihkel Nõel

MEETING AGENDA
02/02/2013 Saturday
 Spanish team arrival.
03/02/2013 Sunday
 Lithuanian team arrival.
 Italian team arrival.
 Portuguese team arrival.
 Estonian team arrival.
04/02/2013 Monday
 Welcome at school. Introduction.
 Agenda of a visit, to do list.
 Logo presentation.
 Visit of school (students)
 Attend different lessons in the following class (for students):
1. English lessons (all the students dividing into 3 groups, every group has lesson with
another class and teacher). After the lesson the group goes to another classroom.
123.
2. History block during the visit in Poland with focusing on 20th century, holocaust,
communism, the present time. Students learn the newest history of Poland and Silesia.
After the lesson the group goes to another classroom. 231.
3. Interactive lesson comparing anatomy of robots with human body (supported by
biology, physics and mechanics teachers). Students know the similarities in
functioning (e.g. muscles – servomotors; brain – control unit; fingers, eyes, ears sensors). After the lesson the group goes to another classroom. 312.
 Visit of school (teachers).
 Teachers’ meeting.
 Lunch at school.
 Robotics: building a robot, older students guide younger ones (Discovering, testing,
writing programs and building robots to use the “touch sensor”. Students acquire the

notion of sensor and understand how to use information from the "touch sensor",
information not too different from that one coming from our fingers. The students write
software to elaborate this information and make the robot act, not differently from how
our brain makes with muscles.)
 Free evening.
 Welcome dinner.
05/02/2013 Tuesday
 English lessons (3 groups).
 Teachers having lessons take students to the school main entrance at 09.25.
 Guest teachers come to school at 09.25.
 Visit to Silesian University of Technology in Gliwice (Robotics Department) - Students
and teachers can see the professional designing and constructing robots.
 Trip to Guido coal mine - Robots working in dangerous places replacing people. As an
example students and teachers visit the coal mine Guido, see the working condition,
automation under the ground. They also feel the spirit of Silesia and understand the
importance of its treasure - black coal.
 Lunch.
 Free evening.
 Dinner
06/02/2013 Wednesday
 Concentration camp visit (Auschwitz-Birkenau).
 Lunch.
 Visit to Cracow.
 Come back to Bytom.
 Dinner.
07/02/2013 Thursday
 Robotics: programming a simple robot with NXC and NXG - Students work together and
present robotics results to other students and to teachers (technical blocks). The older
and younger students share ideas.
 Guest teachers come to school at 09.20.
 Evaluation, paper work, debate (only for teachers).
 Football match - Project football cup - international competition – 4-person teams.
 Lunch.
 Final meeting (teachers and students).
 Robots competition (Lego Mindstorms blocks) using only touch sensor - Students work in
age-mixed groups building and programming robots carried out the task specified.
Students work in groups, distribute tasks and responsibility.
 Farewell dinner.
08/02/2013 Friday
 Estonian team departure.
 Portuguese team departure.
 Italian team departure.
 Lithuanian team departure.

09/02/2013 Saturday
Spanish team departure.
REPORT
On February 5, 2013 28 students and 17 teachers from six different countries took part in
the trip to Gliwice and Zabrze. The objectives of our trip were Division of Automatic,
Electronics and Computer Science at the University of Technology in Gliwice and the
historical coal mine in Zabrze.
We left school at 9:30 by a hired coach. The journey went very quickly, we arrived at the
place as it was scheduled, at 10:15. After finding the department building, we were divided
into three groups and then we watched the presentations which were prepared for us. It
was organized by Dr Paweł Kowal. At first, we saw the presentation prepared by Dr Marek
Kciuk. He showed us and talked about wheeled robots and the ones with two, four and six
legs. Then we saw the presentation of Dr Damian Krawczyk, who showed us the functions
of industrial robots. Next, Dr Tomasz Trawiński intrigued us at properties of
magnetorheological fluid. Also he told us about the operating of measure of oscillation. Of
course, all presentations were lead in English. At the end of the trip, head of the department
Dr Krzysztof Kluszczyński thanked us for coming and encouraged us to study at this
university.
After leaving the university we went on a short meal in the student buffet, and then returned
to the coach.
The next point of the trip was a visit to the Guido historical mine. We got there at 12.50.
After the helmets were put on, we were divided into two groups. Each group had its own
guide and translators – Mrs Joanna Ziora and Mrs Katarzyna Bielecka. We
started viewing by watching the Berlin shaft from 1927, supported by the engine in power
of 560 kW. Later, we went down, 170 m under the ground at a speed of 4 m / s in the
original mining lift - “szola”. It was an unforgettable experience for us. Down there we
passed through the tunnels which were pierced out in solid rock. Stories about the tradition
and culture of mining and well-preserved collection of stables and mining tools have put us
in the atmosphere of the XIX century mine. We were delighted by a well-made dummies of
men and horses.
After a two-hour sightseeing of the first level, we went even deeper to the second level
which is located 320 m underground. When we passed through the corridors we found out
how mining technique has evolved since the end of XIX century to the present day. We
admired the huge mining machinery such as paving combine, carbon-drum combine and
belt conveyors. The most exciting moment during visiting the second level was a ride by the
electric cable cars. After a three-hour march through the corridors of the second level, we
went up on the ground.
Tired, but very happy we went back by coach to go back to Bytom. We were in Bytom at
about 5 p.m. Finally, we went to the "Paula" restaurant for a meal and then we went back
home.
On 6th February at 7 a.m. we met at school with all participants of Comenius program. A
moment later we got into the coach which took us to Oświęcim. The journey didn't last long,
at least that's what we thought. We arrived at the place around 9 o'clock in the morning.

Before entering the museum, its employees gave us headphones and a device that was
meant to help us to communicate with the guide. When we hit the site of Auschwitz I camp,
we could see the entering gate with "Arbeit macht frei" sentence on it, which means "work
makes you free"in English. The guide told us that it wasn't true, though. It was really
unlikely to survive this place of death and torture. As we moved through the blocks, we were
told that most people were tricked into coming here. German propaganda assured that these
people will get a place to sleep, a job and a transport to this so called "workplace". Selection
began right after the arrival. The elders, pregnant women, sick people and children under 14
years old were instantly sentenced to death. All those people in the camp were robbed of
their belongings, their hair was cut, they were sanitized and clothed in striped outfits –
similar to ones used in jail. The rest of people were sent to a big shower room where water
didn't pour. Instead of water, the chamber through chimneys was filled with cyclone B – a
chemical gas used to disinsection and disinfection. 20 minutes were enough to ensure that
nobody will leave the "shower" chamber alive.
Each block presented a part of the tragic history of the camp, photographs of people that
died during the stay in camp can be seen on the walls.
Proofs of harm that the German did to innocent people are put into display cabinets. Blocks
from 1 to 10, the women camp, was later moved to Brzezinka. Block 11 was used to punish
for trespassing the camps law. "Standing cells" were found in this block, where 4 people
were put into them. Cells were so small, that these people had to stand up. Sometimes they
had to stay there for hours, sometimes until their death.
Next we moved to the crematory. It consists of 2 ovens, but there used to be an additional,
third one. Around 350 bodies were burnt there daily. Then we went to the main building of
museum where we returned headphones and we were sent to the movie room. When we got
there, we took our seats to watch the fates of prisoners. Our eyes saw tragic pictures. The
next stage of immerging the camps history was going to camp Brzezinka that was located 3
kilometers away. Here we realized how fatal the living conditions of prisoners were. The
barracks resembled horse stables. There were 300 of them, resided by 100,000 prisoners.
We had little time for sightseeing in Brzezinka, but it was more than enough to let everyone
of us to imagine what was happening here. We had to go, so we bid farewell our guide and
we went to The Center of Dialogue and Prayer to regenerate. After delicious dinner and
dessert, we had to move on. This time Cracow was our target.
We were at 3 pm on the spot. The coach driver parked the vehicle very closely to the Wawel
castle where we headed. Our first stop was nearby
the Wawel Dragon. Alas, he didn't entertain us with fire blowing out from his huge jaw.
After a few minute photo session we continued to the courtyard of the castle, where we took
a collective group photo. We didn`t have much time to see the entire object, but despite that
fact, we managed to get for a moment into the Royal Cathedral. We left the castle and we hit
the Old Market. It was getting dark when we arrived there but that didn't bother us. Around
4:30 p.m. we were given an hour of free time. We settled the meeting point and everyone
went in his direction.
On our way home we admired the beauty of narrow streets and the picturesque of town
houses. The coach came for us and we took our seats inside. We returned to Bytom, glad and
tired, around 8 pm. We will remember this trip for a long time.

Lithuania

Lekėčiai, 6th – 11th May 2013

Participants
Students

Teachers

Alin Moldovan

María José Baena Morata

Andres Gassiar

Maria Montserrat Cueto Garcia

Gabriel Riutort

Ester Martinez

Jaume Sanchez

Grzegorz Postrzech

Adam Bloch

Paweł Pawleta

Andrzej Karbowski

Grzegorz Kiełtyka

Jakub Farys

Gil Nunes

Marzena Kaźmierowska

Verónica Silva

Mateusz Zawadzki

Alfredo Boccasile

Michał Kusiak

Maurizio Conti

Andrzej Planetorz

Ilotana Haalen

Syntia Kołodziej

Jana Kosk

Alvaro Manuel Mendel de Silva
Marcia Isabel Salgado Pacheco
Ricardo Gomes Pinto
Daniele Landolfi

Mauro Bargzahi
Roberto Moriggi
Gert Lill

Annely Lõhmus
Antonio Kass
Silvia Pertens
Marleen Adama

MEETING AGENDA
06/05/2013 Monday
 Arrival of Portuguese group.
 Arrival of Italian group.
 Arrival of Estonian group.
07/05/2013 Tuesday
 Arrival of Polish group.
 Arrival of Spanish group.
 Welcome at school. Introduction. Agenda of the visit, to do list.
 Visiting school.
 Robotics (workshop): older students guide younger ones - Discovering, testing, writing
programs and building robots to use the “light sensor”.
 Lunch at school.
 Robotics (workshop): older students guide younger ones - Use of the “light sensor” itself
and constructing robots to use light, touch and sound sensor altogether. Students work
together and present Robotics results to other students and to teachers (technical blocks)
 Dinner.
08/05/2013 Wednesday
 Visit to the old capital of Lithuania–Trakai, with the ancient Castle built on the island of
the lake. Students will be introduced to the history, statehood and state-building of
Lithuania.
 Lunch.
 Excursion in Vilnius (Gediminas Castle, University of technology).
 Dinner.
09/05/2013 Thursday
 The museum of M. K. Čiurlionis - famous Lithuanian artist and composer. Students will
see the wonderful paintings and listen to the enchanting music created by this
outstanding artist.
 Visit to Devil’s Museum - collecting and exhibiting sculptures and carvings of devils and
witches from all over the world.

 Lunch.
 Visit to Rumšiškės – the folk museum.
 Dinner in Mega (the shopping mall).
10/05/2013 Friday
 Robotics workshops (for students) – preparing constructions to the competition.
 Discussion: Professional sport (weight lifting, strongmen competition, boxing) and its
connection with health, anatomy, drugs. Where are the limits of human endurance?
Students learn the danger of some kind of sport going in for without professional coach.
Examples of bad approach towards sport. The group of students makes an article as a
summary.
 Evaluation, paper work, debate (only for teachers).
 Evaluation of the visit (on-line questionnaire).
 Lunch.
 Robotics (for students) – robots competition.
 Departure of Estonian group.
 Dinner.
 Departure of Polish group.
11/05/2013 Saturday
 Departure of Spanish group.
 Departure of Portuguese group.
 Departure of Italian group.
REPORT
Our trip started on 6 May, 2013 at 1:08 p.m. We took a train from Bytom to Warsaw. In
Warsaw we were at 4:55 p.m. and at 10 pm we went by bus to Kaunas. Finally, after more
than 15 hour journey we achieved our destination at 5:20 local time.
Dainius Levanas, a Lithuanian teacher, picked us up and then we went to school situated in
the small town called Lekeciai. We left our luggage there and we had free time to rest and to
walk around the school. Thanks to the computer lab we could sent our families first news
from Lithuania.
First day:
Our first day in Lithuania was mainly based on a course of programming LEGO Mindstorms
NXT which was led by the Polish students. We had prepared the presentation with the tasks
that were performed by people from other countries. We also had some movies presenting
solved tasks so the course ran pretty well.
After the first part of the course that took about two hours, everyone went for a break.
During the break, we were shown around the whole school and we had a chance to see the
lessons for children from 6 to 18 years old. Then the teachers explored the open air museum
and the students were suggested to play basketball at the school sports hall. After the game
we could enjoy the dinner prepared in the school cafeteria.
After that, we went to a show organized on the occasion of our visit. On the presentation we
could listen to traditional Lithuanian language and traditional songs. In addition, we had
the opportunity to watch and even participate in the Lithuanian dances.
At the end of the day at school there was a disco for all the students after which everyone
went to their homes.

Second day:
We woke up at about 7 and went to school, where we waited for the bus that would take us
in the direction of Vilnius. Before we went to the capital of Lithuania, we stopped in
Trakaitovisitthe, a local castle located on a small island in the middle of some picturesque
lakes. The castle guide told us about the history and life at that time. In the numerous rooms
of the castle we could admire an exhibition of weapons, works of art and even furniture and
pipes.
After visiting the castle we went for a meal at a restaurant nearby. Next, we went to Vilnius
where the next guide was waiting for us. Sightseeing tours began with a short speech by the
guide in Lithuanian National Museum and then we entered the The Cathedral of Vilnius.
Then we went to viewpoint: Gediminas Tower, where we could admire the panorama of the
city. It’s the most characteristic place in Vilnius.
When we went down we had some time to relax and buy some souvenirs from the capital of
Lithuania. Also, we went to the shrine of the Virgin Mary-the famous Gates of Dawn which
were described by Adam Mickiewicz. After a few hours of sightseeing we went back to our
Lithuanian families.
Third day:
We all got up at about 7 am and we went to school where we took a bus to Kaunas. We began
our tour with a visit in the Museum of Lithuanian painter Mikalojus Konstantinas
Čiurlionis, where we could see a great exhibition of his work. After that, we went to the
Museum of Devil’s where we saw a lot of Devil's paintings, sculptures and all kinds of tools
showing different creatures of the devil responsible for all the evil of this world. It’s the
biggest collection of Devil’s images.
Next, after the tour of the museums we visited Kaunas, we saw St. Michael the Archangel's
Church, and then we went to see a new basketball stadium. In the meantime, we walked to
dinner at a sushi bar. There, we were able to enjoy a few Asian dishes.
The third day ended with a trip back to the mall and luckily we had plenty of time for
shopping. When we spent all our money we had dinner at a restaurant.
We also went to Lithuanian Museum of Folk Culture, where we could see how people had
been living, which tools they had been using and how they had worked and rest.
The day ended in the shopping centre where we had a lot of time for shopping and bought
some food for our way back home. Next we supper.
Fourth day:
The last day of our stay in Lithuania was connected with the course of programming LEGO
Mindstorms NXT, this time led by the Italians. They presented a different way of
programming a robot in C.
Then dinner was served in the cafeteria after which everyone went back to their homes. We
had to go back to school in the evening but decided to return to school earlier to meet the
whole group, play something or just sit and talk. So we packed our bags and went to school.
In the school we were playing football, basketball or we just sitting and talk to each other.
We had a good time before going back to home.
The return:
We started our way back home at about 9 pm, we said goodbye to everyone and we left
Kaunas at 11:45 p.m. and we headed to Warsaw. In Warsaw we were at 5:10. After a little
mess connected with the Schuman Parade we finally went back home by train at 8 am. We
were in Bytom at 1 p.m.

Portugal

Abação (Guimarães), 11th - 16th November
2013

Participants
Students

Teachers

David Aneas Guerrero

Ester Martínez Luceno

Jeronimo Godoy

Maria José Baena Morata

Miquel Martorell Amengual

María Montserrat Cueto García

Aleksander Patschek

Grzegorz Postrzech

Andrzej Planetorz

Paweł Pawleta

Krzysztof Kilian

Anna Stefania Boschetti

Michał Kowolik

Maurizio Conti

Robert Peter

Lauri Vilibert

Andrea De Luna

Anu Rannus

Dario Fumagalli

Dainius Levanas

Roberto Di Benedetto

Ieva Bastiene

Jurgita Bakanaite

Ruta Krikstopaitiené

Vilte Adomaityte
Kristo Toots
Venno Leidorp

MEETING AGENDA
11/11/13 Monday
 Transfer of Lithuanian students from Porto to Guimarães.
 Transfer of Polish students from Porto to Guimarães.
 Transfer of Estonian students from Porto to Guimarães.
 Transfer of Spanish students from Porto to Guimarães.
 Transfer of Italian students from Porto to Guimarães.
 Welcome dinner.
12/11/13 Tuesday
 Welcome at school (agenda, kick-off meeting with students and teachers).
 Fair land products.
 Lessons with the students (students learn Portuguese culture and traditions thanks to
participation in socio-cultural activities led by teachers of Portuguese, English, history,
civics, geography and sport).
 Lunch at school.
 Presentations.
 Robotics block - discovering, testing, writing programs and building robots to use the
“sound sensor”. Learn to acquire information from the "ear" of the robot and writing
software to make it acting on the basis of the sound detected.
 Lecture about robotics led by a person from University of Minho, Robotics department.
Scientifics work in various areas such as industrial robotics, autonomous robotics,
graphics simulation of robots and automation in general.
 Dinner.
13/11/13 Wednesday
 Vsisit to Braga - Braga-one of the oldest Christian cities in the World: Sameiro, Bom
Jesus, Elevator, Historic center.
 Lunch.
 Sightseeing and visiting cultural places of Guimarães - UNESCO World Heritage site in
2001 and the European Capital of Culture in 2012): Historic Center (peddy paper), Palace
of the Dukes, Castle.
 Dinner.
14/11/13 Thursday
 Visit to Porto.
 Cruise on the Douro River.
 Visit to Cellars of Port Wine.
 Lunch.
 City Tour.
 Dinner.
15/11/13 Friday
 Discution about science and etics. Presentation of a study about Religion and Technology.
Students get to know the history of Christianity (not only in Portugal). Discussion on the
role of religion, Creator (God) nowadays, cloning, advanced medicine pros and cons – the
group of students makes an article as a summary).
 Rising Penha mountain

 Lunch
 Robotics block - discussion about the possibilities of the use of the “sound sensor” itself.
Planning and building robots to use both touch and sound sensor at the same time.
Students work together and present Robotics results to other students and to teachers.
The older and younger students share ideas.
 Free evening.
 Dinner.
16/11/13 Saturday
 Transfer of Estonian students/teachers from Guimarães to Porto.
 Transfer of Italian students/teachers from Guimarães to Porto.
 Transfer of Polish students/teachers from Guimarães to Porto.
 Transfer of Lithuanian students/teachers from Guimarães to Porto.
 Transfer of Spanish students/teachers from Guimarães to Porto.
REPORT
Day 1
Our trip to Portugal started at 2.50. We had met at our school before we went together to
Pyrzowice airport. At the airport we had a standard check in and we took off at 5 o’clock.
First photos, first common moments. When we landed in Campinio in Rome we had a lot of
free time because we had to wait for our next flight for 8 hours. We split into two groups.
One group was looking after our luggage and the second one was checking if there is
anything interesting around the airport. Unfortunately, after 1,5 hour we finished our little
“tour”. Next 5 hours we were sitting, eating and sleeping because we needed to eat our food
to lower the weight of our luggage. When we finally landed in Porto in Portugal we were
taken by taxi to school. The host families were waiting for us. We found out that they were
celebrating the Holiday of Chestnuts.
Day2
It was our second day in beautiful and sunny Portugal. We had a school meeting at about 8
am. so we had time to meet some friends from other countries and integrate with Portugal
teenagers. We were welcomed pleasantly and we got to know that this day was a special day
at school. On that day all classes brought some cakes, snacks and showed their talents.
Everyone could buy something and the money which were raised went for some school
entertainment. When we were visiting school we were a bit surprised with the technology
the school was equipped with. The first dinner in Portugal was eaten in the school canteen.
It was very delicious, very light and totally different to Polish food. At the end of the day we
were invited for some presentations about the robots prepared by school and partnership.
After the presentation all partners were asked to say a few words about their schools, life
and traditions. At about 5pm. we were taken homeby our families.
Day 3
On the third day we also met at school at 8 am but we were going to visit the beautiful cityof
Braga. On the way to Braga we were talking and integrating with students from other
countries. In the city we were walking on the narrow pavements and we were surrounded by
many monuments. In Sanctuary of Sameiro there were relics of John Paul II. Near the
Sanctuary there is the most famous church in Braga: Bom Jesus do Monte, it means Good
Jesus of the Mount. It’s the most favourite place of newly-weds, a lot of couples got married

there. That day was very warm, it was about 20°C and we didn’t want to go back to our cold
country. After a long travel we went back for dinner to Guimaraes. In the restaurant we had
a big variety of food, for example: seafood, fish, specially prepared meat and everything was
very delicious. After dinner we took part in the contest to check our knowledge about the
town. We were divided into 5 groups and in each group there couldn’t be more than one
person from one country. Our task was to find all places pointed on the piece of paper and to
answer some questions etc. When we finished this game we went to the castle in Guimaraes.
It was built in the modern style and we were very happy to see it. After that, we were taken
back home to our host families.
Day 4
It was our third day with high temperatures and clear sky. During the day we were going to
the biggest city in the neighborhood called Porto. After a short journey we saw the city
divided by the river and connected by a big amount of bridges . From the bus window the
town was very beautiful and it was only the beginning of a wonderful day. After we had gone
out from the bus, we went on a ship which took us on a little cruise round the city. The ship
was provided with e-Guides in different languages. To our surprise there was a Polish guide
as well. The cruise took about half an hour. Next, we had some free time to eat and drink
something because we were going to the Museum of Wine to learn something about Porto
wine, especially about Porto Calem which is produced by the museum. After the visit, the
bus took us for dinner and then for 3- hour trip around the whole town. During this time we
were only able to see the most important places and buildings. At the end of the trip we were
taken to the Atlantic Ocean beach where we had possibility to take some photos, collect
shells or just admire the views.
Day 5
It was our last day in Portugal. So on Friday we came to school to talk about some bioethical
topics. Lithuanian students didn`t take part in the discussion because they went back home
in the morning. After the discussion we had to say goodbye to the Spanish students, who
had to go back home. The others went to see the Penha viewpoint. In Pehna there was a
chapel of Saint Christophe and an old church. In a small restaurant we ate our last dinner
and we slowly went back to school. In the afternoon everyone went shopping with their
hosts and then it was time for packing the luggage.
Day 6
That day we had to get up very early because we had to be at 3.40 under the school. There
we had to wait a moment for the teachers and we went to the airport. At the airport we had
to repack ourselves because our luggage was too heavy. It was a bit funny but finally we
managed. The travel to Paris took about 2 hours and we were there at 9 am of the local time.
The flight to Katowice was also about 2 hours long. We were going home very satisfied with
our minds full of stories to tell. It was a very successful trip.

Estonia

Tallinn, 2nd - 8th February 2014

Participants
Students

Teachers

Lukas Šimoliūnas

Ester Martínez

Dalius Tamašauskas

Maria José Baena Morata

Jurgita Bakanaitė

María Montserrat Cueto García

Austėja Marija Kimbartaitė

Grzegorz Postrzech

Aleksander Rogala

Paweł Pawleta

Piotr Klukoszowski

Marian Sosna

Aleksander Patschek

Gil Nunes

Vitor Faria

Judite Adães

Tiago Silva

Dainius Levanas

Augusto D'Alessandro

Ieva Bastiene

Federico Cerletti

Ruta Krikstopaitiené

Paolo Chignoli

Alfredo Boccasile

Simone Vazzoler

Andrea Cannarozzi

Pedro Bestard Reus
Galo Javier Cid Duran

MEETING AGENDA
02/02/2014 Sunday
 Transfer of Lithuanian students from bus station to school/teachers to hotel.
 Transfer of Polish students from the airport to school/teachers to hotel.
 Transfer of Portugal students from the airport to school/teachers to hotel.
 Transfer of Spanish students from the airport to school/teachers to hotel.
 Transfer of Italian students from the airport to school/teachers to hotel.
 Dinner.
03/02/14 Monday (Lithuanian Day)
 Welcome at school.
 Bus ride to centre, walking tour in old town.
 Bus trip around old town, seaside, Tallinn TV Tower.
 Lunch at Amps cafe Pirita.
 Ice skating in old town.
 Discussion and presentations:
 Internet and fixing things via internet - IT development and its future. Estonian
students and teachers talk over system of electronic communication. Students learn
the possibilities of IT systems (addressed to society) and wonder about and discuss the
future, vision of a society closed at home (all things can be fixed via Internet).
 Tallinn as a home to NATO's main research centre for cyber defence – lecture, threats
and the methods of prevention in a network.
 Estonia and Lithuania as examples of the republics gaining independence after the
Soviet Union regime. Students learn the history about the Soviet Union disintegration,
the decline of the communism and society's struggle to be independent nation.
 Dinner.
04/02/14 Tuesday (Spanish Day)
 School: Short presentation about countries, FLL and our robotics tasks, making teams.
 Trip to centre.
 Bus visit to marine museum, Titanic exhibition.
 Lunch at Lido Restaurant.
 Two museums (Bastion caves/Kiek in the Kök Tower and Occupation Museum) - giving
an overview of Estonia history. The permanent exposition of the Occupation Museum,
which was opened in 2003, reflects developments in Estonia from 1940 to 1991, when
Estonia was alternately occupied by the Soviet Union, Germany, and by the Soviet Union
again.
 Bowling for all (guests and hosts).
 Dinner.
05/02/14 Wednesday (Portugal Day)
 Welcome at school.
 Students visit lessons, teachers work.
 Students do robotics, teachers work (Technical students show the sensors they built to
the younger partners and teach them how to use the devices. Constructing robots in order
to use all the sensors that have been developed and analysed.)
 Lunch at school.
 Visiting Technical University Robotics department.

 Crosscountry skiing.
 Back at school.
 Dinner.
06/02/14 Thursday (Polish Day)
 Students do robotics, Teachers’ work (Connection of designed sensors to the system and
program it. Students of general education schools supported by their colleagues from the
technical ones learn the basis of practical programming languages e.g. NXC, RobotC.)
 Presentation about Estonian school robotics.
 Lunch at school.
 Students do robotics, Teachers work.
 Dinner.
07/02/14 Friday (Italian Day)
 Students do robotics, Teachers’ work, robotics competition (students work in age-mixed
groups building and programming robots carried out the task specified).
 Lunch at school.
 Transfer of Polish students/teachers to the airport.
 Free afternoon.
 Transfer of Lithuanian students/teachers bus station.
 Dinner.
08/02/14 Saturday
 Transfer of Spanish students/teachers to the airport.
 Transfer of Portugal students/teachers to the airport.
 Special tour for Italian teachers and students by our school Italian language class
students and teacher.
09/02/14 Sunday
 Transfer of Italian students/teachers to the airport.
REPORT
Our journey began with a meeting at 3:30 am on Sunday at school, then parents helped us
get to the railway station in Katowice. After four hours in uncomfortable seats on the train
we came to Warsaw where we had a luxury and quick flight by the Polish airlines LOT to the
capital of Estonia. We took off at 11:20, and after nearly two hours, we got to Tallinn.
From the airport we were taken to the school, where our host families took us to their
houses. In the evening we met again on the kart track, where we spent two exciting hours.
After that, we went with our Estonian friends to the sauna and ate some Estonian food.
During this evening we got to know the Estonians better.
The next day at 8:30 there was an official welcome for all the guests at the local school.
Later, we went to the Old Town Rusing the well organized public transport. The Estonian
students informed us about the most important monuments in Tallinn. The next point of
the visit was a city tour by bus. We stayed under the TV tower and at 12:00 we were on the
top of the 314 meter high tower, from which we had a lovely view of the whole city. At 1:30

p.m. we went for lunch and tasted the traditional Estonian dishes. After that ,we went to the
ice rink where the guys from the Iberian Peninsula gave us a lot of fun, because they had
never tried skating before.
On Tuesday we met at school at 9:00, Estonian students showed us the most interesting
classrooms. At 10:00 we got on the bus, and went to the Maritime Museum. We spent there
three hours listening to the stories of the boats, watching a lot of military machines and a
famous exhibition about Titanic. We were little tired so we went for lunch at the Lido
restaurant, after which we went to see two other museums. About 2:30 p.m. we started the
sightseeing tour of the museum of occupation, where we learned some dramatic stories of
Estonia. Then we went underground and visited the city in tunnels. After the exhausting day
of sightseeing the students went bowling.
On Wednesday, we had more issues related to robotics. After the meeting at 8:30 am at
school we divided into groups and began building and programming robots. Classes lasted
3 hours. After that, we went to the Technical University of Tallinn, where students showed
us how they take part in improving the current technology and the creation of new
technological solutions. The Estonians prepared us some amazing attractions for the next
part of the day.
We went to a park near the city centre and we had a lesson in crosscountry skiing. Personally, I really enjoyed it and I will definitely try it again in the future. At
the end, we went back to our host houses.
On Thursday, we met at school at 8:30 am and continued classes in robotics. At about 12:00
we had a two-hour break in which we had a presentation about technology in Estonian
schools and then we had lunch. After that, we went back to classes in robotics, which ended
at 17:00.
On the last day, after saying goodbye to the host families, we went to school at 9:00.
Students took up robotics classes again. However, Friday classes didn't last so long. Shortly
after lunch, at 12:00, we went to the airport and after a few hours we took the flight to
Poland. It was luxurious and fast. After landing in Warsaw we took the train to Katowice,
where our parents picked us up.
The whole trip was an amazing experience, we broaden our minds about Estonia and
learned many new things about the country.

Spain

Inca, 4th -10th May 2014

Participants
Students

Teachers

Lukas Simoliunas

Dainius Levanas

Martynas Kaciulis

Ieva Bastiene

Jurgita Bakanaitė

Ruta Krikstopaitiené

Austėja Marija Kimbartaitė

Grzegorz Postrzech

Paulina Bartocha

Ewelina Krysiak-Roykiewicz

Marta Błażejewicz

Katarzyna Bielecka

Jakub Stanek

Gil Nunes

Diogo Daniel Freitas Ribeiro

Florbela Salazar

José Filipe Peixoto

Maria di Sameiro Ribeiro

Filipa Raquel Oliveira Fernandes

Alfredo Boccasile

Sara Malacrida

Anna Boschetti

Andrea Verri

Lauri Vilibert

Silver Miller

Mart Usin

Maria Brigitta Mones

Natalja Sinjukina

Sten-Egert Neem

Katrin Tuul

MEETING AGENDA
02/05/2014 Friday
 Estonian group arrival.
 Dinner.
03/05/2014 Saturday
 Lithuanian group arrival.
 Dinner.
04/05/2014 Sunday
 Polish and Italian groups arrival.
 Portuguese group arrival.
 Dinner.
05/05/2014 Monday
 Welcome meeting at school (introduction, agenda).
 Robotic tasks and activities for students (workshop) - discovering, testing, writing
programs and building robots to use the “rotation sensor”. Thanks to this sensor students
learn to better control the motors (muscles) of the robots.
 Teachers’ meeting. Presentation of the dictionary.
 Lunch.
 Lessons with Spanish teachers - thanks to participation in socio-cultural activities led by
teachers of Spanish, English, history, civics, geography, sport).
 Come back home (students).
 Teachers’ meeting: work on final report.
 Welcome activities / party and dinner.
06/05/2014 Tuesday
 Meeting at school.
 Visit to Alcudia city.
 Sea activities (kayaking, coastering).
 Lunch.
 Sea activities (coastering, kayaking,).
 Dinner.
07/05/2014 Wednesday
 Visit the robotic department of the University of Iles Baleares.
 Visit to the Bellver Castle.
 Lunch - typical Mallorca's food.
 Visit to the Cathedral.
 Visit to Almudaina Palace.
 Dinner.
08/05/2014 Thursday
 Robots activity (UIB) for teachers and students (workshop) - constructing robots in order
to use all the sensors that have been developed and analysed. Connection of designed
sensors to the system and program it. Students of general education schools supported by
their colleagues from the technical ones learn the basis of practical programming









languages e.g. NXC, RobotC. Teams consisting of students from different countries use
their knowledge gained during the project in general competition connected with building
a robot that accomplished a task assigned from the teacher.
Visit Inca's Market (Dijous).
Visit to Shoes Museum.
Lunch for teachers and students.
Discussion: ICT as a real method of communication. Presentation of the use of new
technology in order to be permanently connected to mainland (methods of data
transmission, bandwidth, tools, devices, additional power supplies, infrastructure, etc).
Students: questionnaire about the meeting.
Teachers finish tasks.
Dinner.

09/05/2014 Friday
 Robot's activities for students (workshop)
 Discussion: Reflection and discussion on the World of robots. Students wonder about
totally automated works (there’s no need to work, people lie on the beaches e.g. in
Mallorca doing nothing, life-span holidays). Does it make sense? Do we work only for
money? The group of students makes an article as a summary.
 Teachers’ work – documentation.
 Free afternoon.
 Polish group departure.
 Dinner.
10/05/2014 Saturday
 Estonian group departure.
 Lithuanian group departure.
 Italian group departure.
11/05/2014 Sunday
 Portuguese group departure.
REPORT
SUNDAY, 4TH MAY, 2014
Our foreign adventure started very early. We gathered at school at 3.40 a.m and went to the
airport in Cracow to take a flight to Milan. At the airport we met our Italian partners, Sarah,
Andrea and their teachers who were also going to Majorca. Spanish students picked us up
from the airport. Martha was hosted by Jaume , Pauline stayed with Joan Miquel , and Cuba
was welcomed by Catalin. The teachers went to the hotel with Mrs Ester Martinez. The host
families served us delicious paella. Then we went straight to the beach, just 30 minutes away
from Inca . We took some interesting pictures of the views and spent much time together.
Unfortunately, we had to go home because had some classes at school on the following day.
MONDAY, 5TH MAY, 2014
We spent all Monday in the school getting to know the other members of the project and
exploring the secrets of robotics. Mrs Ester showed us the whole school and told us
important things about the Spanish education. Then we were divided into groups and the
first task was to construct a robot . It was not easy, so we could finish our work on the Friday

classes . We were able to get to know each other and exchange experiences with students
from Italy, Portugal , Estonia, Lithuania and Spain. After school we went for a walk around
the city and stopped to eat something at McDonald's . However, at 7 p.m. everyone had to go
back to school for a welcome party during which the pupils of the local school sang
traditional flamenco . After the official part we tasted some Spanish specialties.
TUESDAY, 6TH MAY
This time we went by bus to Alcudia. We went through the old city walls with an amazing
view of the city. Then we had a chance to see the Pollentia ruins. The heating sun made the
tour a bit tiring, but each of us waited for the main attractions of the day. After taking a few
commemorative photos we went to the beach to enjoy the sea activities called coasteering.
The instructor divided students and teachers into two groups . The first one tried canoeing.
There were many unexpected actions like diving or changing places in the kayaks. The
second group was jumping off the cliffs, some of them were 7 meters high. Each of the
participants was wearing a wetsuit. It was the perfect opportunity to break our own fears.
Students who do not wish to participate in the activities were sunbathing on the beach. We
went back to Inca full of positive energy . Our Spanish friends took us to a local pizzeria and
we enjoyed our time together.
WEDNESDAY, 7TH MAY, 2014
The day started with a lecture at the University of Palma. That's a big university, educating
thousands of students. For us, the robotics department was the most interesting, we were
shown how to construct robots. It turned out that the university is the major center for
research and design. It produces support systems of work at great depths under water. The
robotic systems assist in the analysis of ship hulls or determine the causes of accidents in the
air and water transport eg. searching for the black boxes of aircraft at great depths, taking
pictures of wrecks, etc. We realised how important is English today, all at the university
lecturers speak the language. Who knows, maybe some of us will have the opportunity to
study at this charming island.
In the afternoon we visited The Bellver Castle , a gorgeous Gothic building, including some
museum exhibits . From the top floor we had a breathtaking view . Everyone took out their
cameras to capture those wonderful views. After that we went to the restaurant. Each of us
could order a starter, the main course and some dessert. The menu was written in Spanish
so we had to ask our Spanish colleagues for help. The next point of the trip was the 121m
high Cathedral with extraordinary gothic chapels inside. The last thing we saw was the
Almudalna Palace. However, we were really disappointed because we couldn`t take any
photos and our bags were also checked. The guide showed us the chambers , talking about
their purpose , design, and history. The tour ended with a group photo on the terrace. This
way the next day full of adventures came to the end.
THURSDAY 8TH MAY, 2014
On Thursday we went to school. We were given another task to construct a robot that will
raise a glass of water from materials such as cardboard, paper clips or rubber bands. We
enjoyed it a lot because it was a real competition. When all the groups presented their work
everyone could go to the local market as a reward. You could buy everything there. It was
the perfect time to buy a few souvenirs. Local traders turned out to be very nice and willing
to bargain with us . Then everyone gathered in the restaurant. We noticed that a culinary
program was just being recorded behind the door. Then we could easily eat lunch and go to
school in order to share our experiences and opinions.

FRIDAY 9TH MAY, 2014
Our adventure in Mallorca was coming to an end. In the morning we went to school to
complete our work and spend the last moments shared with the rest of the group. We have
found that this is the perfect time to take a few group photos . After saying goodbye Polish
group went to the airport to Palma . That was the end of our adventure during which we had
the incredible opportunity to meet many interesting people , their culture , and of course to
expand their knowledge in the field of robotics.

Project themes

The spirit of the Renaissance - extremely well educated man. Leonardo da
Vinci - the founder of a bridge between humanism and science.
In the fourteenth century intellectual current known as humanism emerged in Italy.
Humanists were mostly interested in a man, his problems and the surrounding world. They
stressed the intellectual capacity of human reason. They also opposed to medieval culture, in
which the central place was occupied by God. Humanists were concerned in individual and
social life of a man. Much attention was devoted in particular to the theory of state and law.
The main feature of the Renaissance artists was a huge variety of interests, directing their
creative activity towards various disciplines and research. Hence arose return - a
Renaissance man - to determine a person of wide interests. The most prominent
representative of this type of humanism is a Leonardo da Vinci who was primarily a painter,
sculptor and architect. He was, however, also into philosophy, medicine, physics,
engineering, astronomy and other fields of knowledge. He explored the secrets of the human
body, among other things, tried to analyze the development of the fetus in the womb. An
important artistic Achievements of Leonardo da Vinci is the Lord's Supper fresco on the wall
of the refectory (dining hall) of the monastery of Santa Maria della Grazie in Milan and a
portrait of a woman known as the Mona Lisa. On behalf of the Italian cities Leonardo
designed the fortifications and canals, inventing new weapons. Observations of the flight of
birds and insects were supposed to help him build a flying machine. His observations were
used in the art, especially in painting. Considered a genius, he became associated with the
Renaissance creativity and versatility.
The cultural block that was provided during our stay in Milan included, among others, a
visit to the monastery of Santa Maria della Grazie where everyone could admire the great
work of Leonardo da Vinci. Another important place was the Leonardo da Vinci Museum of
Science and Technology where you could see a lot of interesting inventions that were a
breakthrough in many fields such as mechanics, hydraulics and anatomy. We could see
many projects of the gearing and pulley. We also saw the famous flying machine. The
students participated in the workshop and they had to build a bridge in the shape of the
arch, designed by Leonardo da Vinci. To do that they got the stand with four holes, which
was to be the basis for the construction of the bridge. The bridge itself was made of small
beams of equal dimensions, each beam was scalloping in the middle of their length. We
could see and hear about the various inventions of Leonardo da Vinci.
One day we went cycling along the river Adda looking for signs of activity by Leonardo da
Vinci: we saw the canal planned to connect Milan to Lecco, a ferry moving only through the
power of water, an ancient lock, the Eco-Museum named after Leonardo da Vinci.
The Renaissance education was the culmination of the education trip abroad lasting several
years, which allows young people to learn about the countries, daily life of their inhabitants,
they visited the famous universities, learn foreign languages. EU programs, in particular
Comenius, seems to continue this renaissance thought and this model of education.

Estonia and Lithuania as examples of the republic, which became independent
after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The project involved two countries directly related to the collapse of the Soviet Union Estonia and Lithuania. These countries are the perfect example to understand contemporary
story regarding our parents and teachers.
Economic failure of communist states and the continuous arms race led to the collapse of
the socialist bloc countries. Mikhail Gorbachev's policy easing by the introduction of
perestroika and glasnost and the success of "Solidarity" in Poland contributed to the
Autumn of Nations (the overthrow of the communist regime in Central - Eastern Europe)
and afterwards the collapse of the USSR. Relaxation of police control and questioning of
communist ideology bonding the states of the empire in a single organism, led to the
awakening of national movements, gradually disintegrating the state. The Baltic states
initiated the collapse of the USSR and the Transcaucasian republics, which proved to be the
most resistant to Sovietization and most tied to the tradition of independence.
The growing strength of national trends have led to the announcement of Lithuania
concerning the detachment from the USSR on 11th March1990. Although Gorbachev sent
troops against Lithuanians (street fight) he failed to stop the changes. Soon other republics
started to declare their independence e.g. Estonia on 20th August, 1991. The consequence of
the collapse of communism in Europe was the western extension of the international
structures in the post-communist countries. Most of the societies of the former socialist
camp aspired to participate in an increasingly united Europe and the North Atlantic
Alliance. In 2004, the European Union joined the 10 new countries, including Poland,
Lithuania and Estonia. In the 2nd half of the 90's there was a return of Russia to greatpower aspirations. For these reasons, Russia reluctantly referred to the expansion of the
western international structures for Central and Eastern Europe. It concerned especially the
former socialist countries accession into NATO (1991 - Poland, 2004-Estonia, Lithuania).
Countries that experienced such a difficult and dramatic history put particularly large
emphasis on sovereignty and national identity by cultivating and promoting traditions,
customs and their history. Visiting the Museum of Occupation in Estonia could get to know
the dramatic history of this country, which only in 1918 became independent. After a period
of interwar Estonia was in the Soviet sphere of influence to become a sovereign state in 1991.
This country is known for its latest technologies and a high level of education. Thanks to our
own development and aid from the EU, economic differences between Estonia and the
countries of Western Europe disappear. Thanks to a visit in Lithuania we could explore the
rich and difficult history of this country, visiting e.g. Vilnius, Trakai, Kaunas and listening to
traditional songs or watching Lithuanian dances. Today Lithuania is a country that
cherishes democracy and sovereignty. Thanks to the free market economy and EU subsidies,
Lithuanians living standards is getting higher. Functioning of the European Union nations
help to preserve their own identity and sovereignty of states. The Baltic countries made use
of the opportunities that emerged after the collapse of the communist bloc.

Christianity. The role of God and religion in the modern world. Issues
regarding cloning, advanced medicine, artificial intelligence, etc.
Christian roots of Europe are seen and felt in every country. As a part of the project: "Many
cultures, one technology.”, the students of the six countries participating in the project can
experience both cultural diversity and specific, common ground, which creates European
culture, traditions and values largely based on Christianity. You should pay special attention
to the factors that constitute Europe and its communities, although they undergo
secularization, they do not deny their roots and take care of ancestors' heritage.
The host schools are the institutions from six very different places in Europe: Italy, Estonia,
Lithuania, Portugal, Spain and Poland.
It turned out that as much as Europeans are divided, as much they have in common.
During the two years of the project, all participants had the opportunity not only to develop
their knowledge in the field of robotics, which was the main objective of the project, but also
to learn about the history and traditions of the regions and countries participating in the
project. Schools reported to the project were selected from a very different part of Europe,
which further resulted in the meeting full of interesting experiences and discussions.
Each visit gave the participants some knowledge about the diversity of cultures of the host
countries, their traditions, customs and the place, which influenced the development of
Christianity.
Robotics was of course the main theme of the visits and it dominated during classes or
visiting schools and their scientific background, but apart from the official visits, free time
has been so prepared to be able to find out more about the region, its sights and tradition.
In addition to the issues related to robotics, the common origin of Europeans on the ground
of Christianity was an interesting topic to be discussed during the meeting. It seems today
that faith, religion, and relationship to God and His law has changed greatly over the
centuries. Today, many of the problems and issues has been democratically changed,
regardless of their ontological meaning resulting from the divine and natural law. You could
say that, despite the Christian Europe, each country has different approaches to religious
matters of faith and to God, but they share respect for the traditions and history of their
people and cultures, which was experienced by the participants themselves.
Increasingly, the traditions that were once associated with the Church and faith, today take
secular character, which does not detract from their religious significance. On the first day
in Guimaraes, during a visit to Agrupamento Vertical de Escolas de Abação, students
celebrated St. Martin`s Day (November 11). In Poland we serve special croissants for
Martins birthdays, and in Portugal people eat a lot of roasted chestnuts and sip jeropiga, a
type of sweet alcohol, produced from the grape vine. Unfortunately it was not possible to try
it, but everyone could cram roasted chestnuts. Similarly, as in Poland, also in Portugal every
saint has "his" proverbs. Here is an example associated with the celebration of Martin's
day:
No dia de S. Martinho, come-se Castanhas bebe-se e vinho
(On St. Martin`s day you eat chestnuts and drink wine)
It is not difficult to guess that the St. Martin is the patron saint of vineyards and their
owners, that`s why the Portuguese, who passionately cultivate vineyards and produce wine
are eager to celebrate his day.
During the joint visit, the participants had the opportunity to visit old churches, basilicas
and other religious buildings. Each subsequent city showed the visitors its historic treasures
and unique tradition of a particular region:
 Braga is a magical place, the religious center of Portugal (Cathedral, the baroque
church of the Good Jesus). Strolling through the narrow cobbled streets of the old
city of Braga, visitors were surrounded by many fascinating sights. The beautiful and

huge Sameiro Sanctuary located in the eastern part of Braga, are the relics of Pope
John Paul II.
 Nearby, a little below Sameiro is the most famous church in Braga: Bom Jesus do
Monte and The Church of the Good Jesus on the Mount, which is a favorite place of
marriage, a lot of couples just here want to say `yes`, believing in happiness and
success of their relationship with Providence and this holy place. Similarly, in Porto
you could see and visit many religious buildings, which are testimony to the faith and
religious people who live here.
 In Milan you have to visit the Cathedral of the Nativity of St. Maria (Duomo St.
Maria Nascente di Milano). This Gothic marble cathedral is one of the most famous
buildings in Italy and Europe and one of the largest churches in the world (length 157 m, width - 93 m). Stained glass windows in the choir of the cathedral, are the
largest and finest in the world.
 Palma de Mallorca is a witness of multicultural and multifaceted history that has left
its mark on the architecture and culture of the island. To understand the nature of
this place, it would be better to go back in the past by almost one thousand years, to
the time when the receipts for the island fought Christians and Muslims. The
Cathedral La Seu in Palma de Mallorca is one of the certificates of war and religious
influences. This beautiful and monumental building rises above the city like a
watchtower of Christianity in the ancient city of Palma de Mallorca. It is also a unique
monument, the nature which still surprises sacred art connoisseurs.
 Visiting Vilnius it is difficult not to mention the monumental Basilica of St. Stanislaus
and St. Ladislaus. While in Vilnius, it is necessary to pray in the most famous
Lithuanian Sanctuary of Maria called the Gate of Dawn described by Adam
Mickiewicz, whose place of residence is nearby. In Kaunas it is worth to see Michael
the Archangel Church on Liberty Avenue.
In addition to exploring the historical and sacral monuments, an extremely important
element of the visits were panel discussions on the most pressing moral issues of today's
world.
Questions about euthanasia, abortion, in vitro fertilization, cloning, and homosexual
relationships very difficult and up to date in European countries nowadays, particularly the
pervasive tolerance, relativism and the liberalization of life.
Man is extremely confused today, natural law and the law established by God are mixed with
the written laws and more often they are divergent on moral issues. Young people must
choose and shape their lives brushing against good and evil. Instinctively they want
happiness, but do not always know how to achieve it. That what the conversation of the
Comenius project participants concerned. They took great interest in the discussions and
were engaged in a discussion of the civil law of their countries on bioethic issues.
It turned out that moral problems bother young people, regardless of the region of Europe
and their approach to faith, because we all have a conscience and internal hierarchy of
values, a kind of moral compass, which guards their humanity.
The culmination of bioethical issues was meeting in Portugal completed with a very lively
discussion about the approach of people and the law of the country to the problems of
bioethics. An interesting observation is the fact that people of different countries have
different but very interesting arguments on ethical issues, which depend on their religious
and ideological attitudes. It seems that everything is dependent on the values that specific
society holds.
In conclusion, the countries participating in the project have a similar approach to bioethics
issues, a lot of attention is put on tolerating the diversity of its citizens, their freedom and
free will, but also on Christian values, despite the fact that not all of them are up to date.

Certainly, irrespective of the moral attitude, ethical issues are important in Europe, people
think of them and they are not indifferent to God. You could say that, despite the frequent
polemics with the Church education, they take into account its opinion, not necessarily
agreeing with him. Not everyone, of course, believes in God, even though most of the
country is Christian, for example, in Estonia, the percentage of believers is just a single digit.
However, their moral attitude is based largely on the natural law. Regarding the abortion
many people are against it because they follow the quotation "the state cannot kill its
citizens," which is an interesting argument on civil, patriotic or ethical matters.
Much has been said about homosexual relations, euthanasia and cloning. These are very
difficult topics and can be dangerous. The conclusion is that in a situation of deceptive law,
the state can put its citizens at serious risk to life and health, and different types of abuse are
very likely here. The problems associated with the death penalty, transplantation and
cloning, especially the latter one, seem to be interesting and forward-looking. The
transplantology is booming, but is cloning the next step? It is certainly desired by
education, but ethical principles are reserved in approach to such far-reaching changes. This
raises the question of whether technology and science can have everything and do
everything? Paraphrasing the words of Saint Paul, if something is possible at the same time
is it also desirable and good? It turns out that it is not. The world, not just Europe, needs to
control the development of science and technology, and the human being should still be the
superior value.

Competitive sport and its impact on health.
Expedition to Lithuania was an excellent opportunity to look at one of the issues tackled in
the project, extremely important in our lives, partly associated with robotics - competitive
sport. It is not known exactly why we had to deal with this in Lithuania, perhaps because the
country is famous for its extraordinary men gifted by force. Norkus Savickas or Vidas
Blekaitis, some of the strongest people in the world could be the example. It also turned out
that the Lithuanian coordinator Mr Dainius Levanas is also into strength sports.
Perhaps a group of students who came to Lithuania do not play sports professionally, but
many of us regularly go to the gym to build a proper figure, you know, at our age it matters:)
The discussion began with a loose talk about adventure sports. Participants from each
country praised their achievements in various fields of sports, we know the names of
important sports stars. Some of them were already well known to us, especially the
Portuguese, Spanish and Italian ones, e.g. Cristiano Ronaldo, Xabi Alonso and Alessandro
Nesta – football champions.
East Europe could boast of strongmen, ski jumpers or basketball stars.
Is it a coincidence that top athletes are the ones they really are? Can you be born a
champion? Can anyone become one? Is it enough to undergo acute training to stand on top
afterwards? Being a champion is a dream for everyone, it is connected with the big money
and fame, the world is wide open. During the discussion we came to the conclusion that the
achievement of such a state is not easy and not everyone can do it. First, you need to have a
predisposition to a particular discipline, talent. The next thing is training, proper diet, rest,
etc. Not everyone can, for example lift weights, such a person must be built. Another
important issue is the proper training. Competitive athletes must be under the supervision
of trainers, people familiar with the anatomy, physiology and efficiency of the organism.
Such people should carry out training, say what to do to make it efficient. Many of us
practicing on our own, lifting weights in the gym, often do not know what are the limits of
our endurance. The threat is the lack of proper warm-up, wrong number of repetitions,
wrong choice of loads.
If you do not do it under the supervision of an experienced person, the consequences can be
tragic. Another issue is the nutrients, based on protein and carbohydrates, very popular in
European markets, guaranteeing rapid muscle growth. Of course, manufacturers shall
ensure that they do not cause any side effects, but is it really like this? The teachers of
physical education that were invited to the discussion explained that young people
frequently do not know how to use dietary supplements. Appropriate supplements used
wisely are not harmful, it is much worse when these preparations are based on testosterone
and other steroids, anabolics. Of course, the effect of muscle mass is guaranteed in a short
time, but the consequences can be tragic. It destroys some organs like the kidneys or liver. It
also appears that people who recklessly use supplements can become addicted to them,
what's more, they act aggressively, initiate fights, do not control their behavior. The
nutrients must also be accompanied by training, if we stop it our muscles may turn into skin
folds changing our appearance radically.
Not all athletes care about the increase of muscle, it is more about endurance, considering
the athletes, football players, cyclists, etc. Many of them use substances which enhance the
body, improve fitness, adding strength. Sometimes we hear about doping scams,
disqualifications, unfair competition. Sport should not look like this, but the pursuit of
being number one often exceeds all limits.
Discussion and comments of people who know the case certainly confirmed that
professional sports, especially strength sports should be practised carefully. Otherwise you
can make yourself more harm than good.

Do professional sports have something to do with robotics? Undoubtedly yes, often the
person seeking to succeed behave like machines, follow to the end as a robot performing the
specified control algorithm, without rest, without hesitation, without a deeper analysis of
their actions. Even robots cannot operate continuously. Poorly chosen parameters can easily
damage it as well as mismatched training or diet parameters for athletes.

Life without technological development. A look into the past. How different
would life be if technology disappeared?
The theme of the mobility to Estonia was in addition to the robotics technology, its
development, the use of ICT in everyday life. Students took part in the discussion about new
solutions to facilitate everyday life. Not everyone knows that Estonia is a European leader in
the use of the latest computer technology, the Internet, networks. This is a very developed
country. It turns out that most of the cases can be done from home. Electronic offices are the
standard. Special systems allow you to communicate with the majority of institutions of
various kinds. Tallinn is a city where you can easily connect to the global network. Wireless
Internet access is the standard respected in many places. Estonia could be an example for
many countries how technology can positively change the lives of residents.
The issue on technological development during the meeting in Estonia was therefore not
selected by accident. The country is also the birth place of one of the most popular instant
voice messaging and VoIP – Skype technology.
The aim of the discussion was to stop us for a moment, look back and answer the question
whether technological development is needed. Where is humanity heading? Is
computerization a threat to society? Animators asked a number of questions to the
participants, for example: do you imagine life without computers, how many hours do we
spend in front of a computer, how different would our lives be without a mobile phone or a
smartphone, do we practise any sports, could we withstand even one day without the
internet, facebook or Whatsapp? In fact, it was a moment to face the truth. It turned out
that there is no person in the room able to break free from the influence of new
communication technologies. We can say that many of us are dependent. Yes, yes, this is not
a joke.
Mobile devices are enabled everywhere and always, we take them to school, we use illegally
in the classroom, some of us even take smartphones to the toilet:-) We all came to the
conclusion that we are the society of a new generation, it is for technology that forces us to
such behavior. If you do not have an account on Facebook, you do not use instant
messaging - do not exist, do not count in the society.
Our teachers referred to the past and recalled the times, maybe twenty years ago, some of us
already existed. They described life without computers, or in the early stages of
technological development. Then no one had a computer at home, there was no cell phones,
fast communication was very difficult to imagine. How was it possible to communicate via
telephone boxes, calling from one to the other with a specific, previously agreed time? How
could people write paper letters that came on the spot after a week? The answer also came
after the same time. Somehow it is hard to imagine. Despite the difficulties faced by our
teachers and parents, many of them say that these were great times. In fact, there was no
Internet and mobile devices, but there was time for everything, in particular for contact with
another person. No virtual chats, only face to face meetings. Waiting on letters from a lover,
uncertainty, fragrant messages, very romantic:-) Apart from that, sports and spending time
outdoors were very common. There was no computer games, play station, and few TV
channels on TV, so it was senseless to sit at home. It was a better idea to play football or ride
a bike (of course without gears).
The discussion was also a great opportunity to draw attention to a very important issue - the
safety of the network. Not everyone is aware of the dangers lurking on us while using the
Internet resources. Sometimes we do not stick to the basic principles e.g. appropriately
complex passwords, we use the same logins and passwords at different sites, share our data
to others exposing our private lives, open attachments from unknown sources or use
appropriate programs to improve safety. Our teachers discussed the topic during the

discussion, presented examples of safety negligence. After that, we are sure that our
awareness has increased and the Internet will be used by us in a controlled manner.
To sum up, the discussion was the collision of two technological periods: the present and
that of the beginning of our life. So far, I think we all thought that the lives of our parents
and teachers had to be very boring. Our teachers proved that it was not . Despite the lack of
modern means of communication life was quite interesting and fascinating. The lesson has
shown that it is worth to slow down, reflect on the freedom of technology and finally free
from the modern equipment that replaces our families and friends.

Does life in the form of endless holidays make sense? Is the work needed?
The last meeting in sunny Spain on the Balearic Islands was a great opportunity to initiate a
discussion on the topics related to pleasures. Not surprisingly, Majorca is a place where you
come to relax. Sandy beaches, the sun, the sea, high temperatures, it makes the island
belong to a very attractive place in the world. We also had the opportunity to take a breath
and spend time here. Relaxing is a great pleasure, it would be cool if you did not have to
work. Maybe someday robots will do everything for us, life would be beautiful.
Well, this place was chosen by the authors of the project as appropriate to answer the
question whether such a life, fully automated would make sense. People aim to the situation
where modern equipment could do everything for them. Robots are increasingly common.
Why then wouldn`t they work for us instead? We would have much time for ourselves and
could e.g. start traveling, relaxing all day long. Is that what we really need? We would not
have to invest in science since no one would have to work.
At first glance, everything looks great. Endless holidays, time for pleasure.
But are you sure? Firstly, we always complain about something that is monotonous. Can
holidays be monotonous, boring? Many of us said yes.. anyway. Two months is too much for
some people. They lack the company of colleagues, conversations, emotions associated with
tests, school life. Although lying on the beach seems great, in the long run it is tiring and
boring. The same thing is with work. Work gives meaning to life. In general, people working
complain about it, dreaming about holidays, days off, but to tell the truth, it turns out that
this work is a passion, it allows us to discover our potential. Of course, even the nicest job
can get boring, so sometimes we dream of some rest, vacation, this is normal. During the
discussion
we started dreaming a bit but actually students and teachers came to the conclusion that
work is needed, not only because of the material benefits. We were also wondering if people
who
suddenly win a fortune in a lottery are happy. The opinions were different.
Analysis of these cases show that all depends on whether they have decided to quit their jobs
and do nothing for the rest of their life or do some work
It turns out that the former quickly begin to lose the meaning of life, do not have the
motivation, do not strive for goals.
Continuous rest without worries about tomorrow makes them become other people.
People ending their careers, becoming pensioners are also worth mentioning.
Many times these people do not want to walk away, know that sitting at home for them will
be something boring, pointless. Perhaps they have been waiting for that moment for their
whole life, but now they realise what work provided them with. They had some joy, contact
with other people, now they feel useless. Many of these people try to escape from this state
in search of extra work just to hang out with people or to have something to do. For us,
young people it is still unclear, but it takes time to realise it.

